
A proposal of buildingnew muon small wheels :the NSW projetDraft 2.00 09.09.2011Abstratabstrat1 Introdution [TK℄We propose to build a pair of new small wheel detetor (NSW) to replae the existing onesduring the seond long shutdown1 of the LHC during whih the LHC will be upgraded to ahieveits luminosity beyond the nominal design value and up to 2-3�1034 m�2s�1 in the followingrunning period. The goal of NSW is to bring a signi�ant enhanement of the muon performanein the endap region, in partiular of the level-1 muon trigger as well as the preision muontraking, that would not be ahieved by simple and thus lower ost modi�ations alone suh asimprovement of radiation shielding, addition of new detetor layers or upgrade of eletronis.The muon small wheel is a part of the ATLAS muon spetrometer loated in the endapregion in front of the endap toroidal magnet. This is the innermost station of the three muonstations of the endap. There are two idential sets of detetors in both sides of ATLAS. Thesmall wheel onsists of 4+4 layers of monitored drift tubes (MDT) for preision traking inthe bending diretion (R diretion) and two layers of thin gap hambers (TGC) for azimuthaloordinates. These detetors over the � range of 1:3 < j�j < 2:0. The inner part of the smallwheel is overed by four layers of athode readout hambers (CSC) beause of its high rateapability. Eah CSC layers determines both bending and azimuthal oordinates. The overageof the CSC hambers is 2:0 < j�j < 2:7.Just to hek if referene works [1℄. One more to see the order is OK [2℄.2 Upgrade motivations [TK℄Disussion of muon spetrometer performane at high luminosity - preision traking and L1trigger, and onlude that new detetor and eletronis are needed.Point out serious (?) performane degradation in the small wheel region in both MDT andCSC, referring to the radiation bakground disussoin in Appendix. Performane of the present1Currently it is foreseen in 2018. 1



detetor should be evaluated for high lumi onditin, either using high lumi Monte Carlo oroverlay of real events. CSC is 4 layers.In the L1 disussion, emphasise the importane of maintaining low pT threshold. Thereare two issues. the high rate of fake triggers in the endap region based mainly on the studyusing data. Then introdue basi idea of how this an be mitigated by integrating the smallwheel in the L1 trigger. As the seond point of trigger, disuss the pT resolution and possibleimprovement using the new small wheel. Physis requirement asks low pT threshold (20-40GeV), L1 rate should be maintained at 100 kHz. Need sharpening pT threshold. Here introdue1 mrad requirement.Finally onlude that NSW should be built and replae the present ones as a phase-1 upgradeitem in preparation to running with luminosity beyond the nominal luminosity.3 Requrements for the new small wheel [LP℄A short setion with short subsetions, summarising lists of requirements in numbers.3.1 TrakingSegment reonstrution with required performane. Resolution, eÆieny, fake, ....3.2 L1 triggerReal-time segment reonstrution with required performane. Resolution, eÆieny, fakes, ...Delay of signal availability.3.3 Detetor ageingIntegrated dose, Detetor (and eletronis) has to survive, or foresee replaement.4 General Detetor ..... [JD℄There are n proposed detetor onepts whih are disussed in next setions. Here, the following3 points an be disussed ommonly.
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4.1 Mehanial struture8+8 large-small layout, total spae in z and R. Support struture, aessibility, ..4.2 Radiation shieldingThe same as now, or possible improvement of radiation shielding, ..4.3 AlignmentRequirements, target �gures, important omments whih an be made independent of the detailof detetor layout.4.4 Readout eletronisIssues ommon to all onept. Around ROD.4.5 DCS, servies,
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5 Detetor onept 1 : MDT + TGC (working title)5.1 IntrodutionThe dominant motivation behind the present proposal is to onsiderably inrease the perfor-mane and rate apability of the triggering and preision traking system in the Small Wheelin order to math the higher bakground levels in the phase II upgrade senario of the LHC.For this purpose, we propose the following layout for the upgrade of the Small Wheel.(a) a new type of TGC trigger hamber, providing onsiderably improved spatial resolution inthe bending plane but preserving the basi rugged struture together with the operatingparameters of the proven TGC system, as presently installed in the muon end-ap.(b) a new type of MDT hamber, made from tubes of half the diameter of the presentlyused tubes, otherwise operating under the same onditions with respet to gas gain, gasomposition and pressure. The redution of the tube diameter from 30 to 15 mm leadsto an inrease of the rate apability of the tubes by a fator of 7, suÆient to ope withthe level of bakground hits expeted at the SLHC.

Figure 1: Cross setion through the proposed arrangement of trigger TGCs and preision MDTs.The MDT, made out of two multilayers (with 4 or 6 tube layers) is sandwihed between twopakages of 4-layer TGCs. The distane of 300 mm between the TGC pakages is instrumentalfor the angular resolution of the triggering muon trak.With this upgrade of the existing hamber tehnology towards higher performane the uni-formity of the present muon spetrometer (MDT as traking detetors, RPC as trigger detetorsin the barrel and TGCs in the end-ap) is preserved while pro�ting from the existing tehnialinfrastruture and the experiene to onstrut suh an assembly at the relevant institutions.4



For the trigger hambers we propose to maintain the basi operating onept of TGC ham-bers, omplementing them with a new, high-performane readout system. The pulseheight dis-tribution of signals indued into the strips of the TGC athodes (measuring �) are onvolutedto give the preision oordinate with an auray of <100 �m. To distinguish the new TGCs,proposed for the NSW from the existing ones in the Big Wheel, we will refer to them as to"sTGCs" throughout this artile.In the proposed detetor layout, a pakage of 4 sTGC hambers is plaed in front and behindthe MDT hambers, eah. A sTGC pakage will ontain 4 wire layers (wires running radially,perpendiular to the strips), 4 athode layers for entroide �nding and another 4 athode layerssegmented into pads, for fast seletion of a Region of Interest (Fig. 1). In the o�ine analysisthe pads will be an important tool for resolving ambiguities in the x-y pairing of oordinates,when more than one trak is present in a hamber.One important limitation of the present L1-trigger in the end-ap is due to the fat thata majority of traks rossing the Small Wheel do not originate from the primary vertex andshould therefore not be onsidered andidates for a high-pT muon by the triggering system.The present trigger, however, an not determine the slope of the andidate trak in the r-zplane and for this reason is unable to disard traks not oming from the primary vertex. Witha distane of about 300 mm between the sTGC pakages in front and behind the MDT, anangular resolution of < 0; 3 mrad an be ahieved, whih allows to only onsider traks pointingto the interation as high-pT andidates for the L1 trigger. The slope of the trak in the �diretion will also be determined, though with less auray, to further redue the number offalse triggers. A detailed presentation of the method is given in setion 5.2.1.The limitations of the MDT preision hambers at high luminosity are mainly aused byisolated hits in the tubes ("fake hits"), oming from neutron and gamma onversions in nearbysupport strutures, tube walls, hamber gas and tungsten wires. The presently used 30 mmdiameter tubes ("Large tubes") start to lose eÆieny if hit rates go beyond about 300 kHzper tube and, therefore, a new MDT hamber type with half the tube diameter is proposed,leading to 7 times higher rate apability.Both new hamber systems, the sTGCs and the MDTs, an be operated with the samehamber gas as in the present system. Power requirements for the eletronis of both systemswill be higher due to higher hannel ount. Whether this requires ative ooling, as is now usedfor the eletronis of the CSC hambers in the region � > 2 is under study. Aim is to haveservies arranged in suh a way as to be able to use the existing servie infrastruture like e.g.the able Shlepps.5.1.1 Upgrade of the TGC SystemThe basis of the proposed onept is to have as many as possible aurate measurements in thetrigger layers, to allow to disard a high perentage of measurements where Æ-rays, additional 0sor neutrons are present and still obtain a position measurement from eah of the two pakageswith a preision of 100�m. To obtain suh a preision using the 3.5mm pith strips presentin eah gas-gap, while keeping simple eletronis, a harge extrapolation method using Time-Over-Threshold as an approximated harge measurement has been developed. The ahieved5



performane using this method for large size sTGCs is disussed in detail in 5.2.Ahieving this high auray for the bending oordinate in eah of the gas gaps allows theTGCs to provide a very good omplement to the MDT measurements (of similar preision)and redue the number of tubes. In partiular, in the high bakground rate region of the SmallWheel, having a total of 16 potential measurement points, of whih up to 30% may have tobe disarded, ensure that an aurate partile vetor will be provided in front of the End-CapToroidal �eld, even if some of the layers beome non-operational during the exploitation ofATLAS at SLHC. The overall signal proessing to produe the trigger is shematially shownin �gure 38 of the appendix (C.1). A demonstrator to study the signal path, logis and latenyin detail has reently been ompleted.

Figure 2: Shematis of the internal layout of a 4-layer TGC pakage, showing the pad-stripand wire readout for eah gas-gap.By making a oinidene among the pads in suessive layers (within a 1 deg aperture),one is able to redue substantially the number of hannels that have to be readout for a fasttrigger deision. Furthermore, the pad-oinidene provide a unique 3-D address, where aorresponding angle and displaement omparison an be made with the trigger input of thenormal muon end-ap trigger originated in the ATLAS big wheels.To simplify the logi of what hannels to read for trigger purposes, one might loose someof the potential muon andidates, whih an be reuperated by the measurements of the MDT(smaller number of hannels). The MDTs provide, furthermore an aurate alignment that anbe used to align with traks the exat TGC positions.5.1.2 Upgrade of the MDT SystemAs mentioned above, the large majority of hits in the Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) areaused by Compton sattering of 0s whih, in turn, ome from neutron apture in the material6



of the hambers and adjaent support material. The resulting hit densities strongly inreasetowards the inside of the Small Whell, while, on the other hand, the length of the tubes in thetrapezoidal geometry of the SW dereases proportional to the distane from the beam line (r).As hit densities, however, are inreasing onsiderably faster than with 1/r, the highest tube hitrates are at the innermost radii of the hambers.

Figure 3: The traking quality in 30 mm and 15 mm drift tubes in a region of high n/bakground. The oupanies from bakground hits (red dots) are 50% in the 30 mm tubesbut only 7% in the 15 mm tubes due to shorter drift time and smaller area.Table 1 presents tube hit rates, oupanies and eÆienies for the innermost tubes of the 4hambers in a Large Setor of the NSW. Chamber EIL0 overs the area now taken by the CSC.EIL3 is the small retangular extension at the outside of the setor. The numbers in ol. 4 arebased on hit rate measurements at a luminosity of 9 �1032 m�2s�1, saled up linearly to 5 �1034m�2s�1. Rates in the CSC region (1 m<r<2 m) are extrapolated from larger radii, using anexponential law [22℄. In addition, a fator of 1,7 has been applied to inrease rates to the 9kHz/m2 spei�ation of this Tehnial Proposal. This ould also be onsidered an additionalsafety fator in ase the real rates will inrease faster than predited by the extrapolation. TheeÆienies are alulated from exp(-� �f) � 1-� �f, where � is the dead time after a hit (we usethe maximum drift time of 200 ns) and f the hit rate per tube.Chamb. Tube Loation Tube Expeted Count rate Oup- Tube eÆ- Segmenttype layers in r length hit rate per tube any ieny eÆienym m Hz/m2 kHz % % %EIL0 2�6 93 56 9000 756 15,1 86,0 99.9EIL1 2�4 208 125 3309 620 12,4 88,3 99.9EIL2 2�4 318 179 1271 341 6,8 93,4 99.9Table 1: Expeted hit rates and eÆienies for 15 mm tubes in a large setor of the NSW. In ol. 3the radial loation of the innermost tube of eah hamber and in ols. 4 to 8 the tube lengths, theexpeted hit rates, the ounting rates per tube, the oupanies and the 3� single-tube and the traksegment reonstrution eÆienies of a hamber are given for the tubes with highest ounting rate ata luminosity of 5 � nominal (times a fator of 1,7, see text).Redution of the outer drift-tube diameter from 30 mm to 15 mm, while keeping the otherparameters unhanged (gas omposition and gain, sense wire diameter and tube wall thikness,7



see Table 2) leads to a signi�ant improvement of the rate apability of the drift-tube hambers,more than suÆient for their operation in the New Small Wheels up to the highest bakgroundrates expeted at 5 times the LHC design luminosity. This improvement is illustrated in Fig. 3.Being able to use MDT at very high rates allows to preserve the main advantages of thedrift tube onept:(a) High pattern reognition and traking eÆieny, even at high bakround rates.(b) High position and angular resolution, independent of the angle of inidene onto thehamber plane. This property of the irular drift geometry of hambers made fromtubes is a deisive advantage over drift hambers with retangular drift geometry.() Operational independene of the drift tubes, where a malfuntion of any individual tubean only generate a negligible ineÆieny.(d) Modularity and mehanial robustness of hamber onstrution.(e) Diret onnetion of the high intrinsi mehanial preision of the hambers to the globaloptial alignment system.

Figure 4: Trak segment reonstrution eÆienies as a funtion of the bakground ountingrate for di�erent numbers of tube layers alulated requiring at least 4 hits on the trak andusing the measured 15 mm diameter single-tube eÆienies as a funtion of the ounting ratefor �nding a hit within 3�r distane from the trak (3� eÆieny) where �r is the drift tubespatial resolution.For the standard MDT gas mixture of Ar:CO2 (93:7) at 3 bar absolute pressure, the gasgain of 2 � 104 is ahieved at an operating voltage of 2730 V for 15 mm diameter drift tubes(Table 2). Under these operating onditions, the maximum drift time is redued by a fator of3.5 from about 700 ns to 200 ns [14℄. In addition, the bakground ux, hitting a tube of givenlength is redued by a fator of two. Altogether, the drift-tube oupany is thus redued bya fator of 7. At a bakground rate of 9 kHz/m2, the expeted maximum at the innermost8



radius of the Small Wheels at 5 times the LHC design luminosity, the highest oupany is15 %, orresponding to a ounting rate of 750 kHz (f. Table 1). The 2�6 drift-tube layers atradii R < 2 m in the Small Wheels and 2�4 layers at larger radii provide very robust trakingwith trak segment reonstrution eÆienies above 99 % up to the highest bakground rates(Fig. 4) [17℄. In this on�guration, the point and angular resolution of the drift tube hamberswill be uniformly 45 �m and 0.5 mrad, respetively, ompared to 40 �m and 0.45 mrad withoutbakground irradiation.Parameter Design valueTube material AluminumOuter tube diameter 14.97 mmTube wall thikness 0.4 mmGlue gap between tubes 0.1 mmWire material Gold-plated W/Re (97/3)Wire diameter 50 �mGas mixture Ar/CO2/H2O (93/7/� 1000 ppm)Gas pressure 3 bar (absolute)Gas gain 2 x 104Wire potential 2730 VMaximum drift time � 200 nsAverage resolution per tube � 100 �mTable 2: The operating parameters for small-diameter MDTs.The design of the mehanial strutures and of the alignment system follows as losely aspossible the one for the present Small Wheel arhiteture. Like in the ase of the TGCs, fasterreadout eletronis will have to be installed (see setion 5.5).5.2 Detetor tehnology and layout5.2.1 Detetor tehnology and layout of the sTGC hambersThe struture of the new sTGC hambers is given in Fig. 10, while the shemati layout ofthe proposed detetion system is shown in Fig. 6. It should be onsider as one of the possiblearrangements of idential small-large setors. The 8-layer small tube MDTs are sandwihedbetween two sTGC pakages, eah 5 m thik, ontaining 4 gas-gap eah. Eah gas-gap providespad-strip and wire readout. Sine the trigger hambers, unlike the MDT, do not need an overlapregion for relative alignment, that part of the MDT surfae is used to implement the alignmentonnetion (purple boxes) to the projetive alignment bars. The internal struture of eahsTGC pakage is the same as that shown in Fig. 1. The innermost radial sTGC pakage aresubdivided into two stair-like pakages (to provide full overage in 3 out of 4 layers), in orderto keep short wires in the high bakground region. The readout of the wires is done as an ORof the segments, agged by the orresponding pad oinidene. The preliminary dimensions ofeah sTGC pakage an be seen in Fig. 6. This orresponds to a total 192 pakages, eah ofthem ontaining 4 gas-gaps, orresponding to a total of 768 gas-gaps.9



Figure 5: Constrution of a TGC hamber.The orresponding number of eletronis hannels is given in Table 3, where the pad surfaesinreases from 7.5�7.5m2 to 20�20m2 at the outermost radial layers. The surfae of the padsare determined by the orresponding bakground rates. The pads would be shifted every twolayers (Fig. 7) to redue the size of the orresponding Region-of-Interest (ROI), from whih thestrips (wires) will be digitized and used for trigger.

Figure 6: Shemati of the detetor layout for the ase of equal small-large setors. Insert Ashows the stairs-type arrangement for the innermost radial sTGC pakage. The purple boxesrepresent the alignment elements for the MDT detetors.The internal alignment ahieved by the prodution of the strip patterns in the sTGC gasgap is preise to within less than 50 �m, however the transfer of this preision from gap-to-gap has only been ahieved to within better than 150 �m. For this reason, the �nal preision10



alignment between gaps will be done using traks from the sandwihed MDT. This requiresvery few traks, sine the internal strip pattern within a gap is extremely preise.The mehanial stability of a TGC pakage is very good for vertially mounted detetors,based on the ATLAS experiene. The use of omposite materials allows for very small sensitivityto temperatures (in partiular within the range of the temperatures in the small wheel), as wellas no sensitivity to the magneti �eld in the Small Wheel region. To be able to ahieve thislak of sensitivity, the mounting needs to be kinemati (one �x point, one sliding point and oneplane), of the same type as presently used in ATLAS.The proessing of the sTGC signals is onsiderably more omplex than for the existingTGCs. An aurate determination of the trak position in the two hamber pakages has tobe done, and the resulting vetor has to be extrapolated to the orresponding trigger setor inthe Big Wheel. In this proess the overall lateny must stay below the maximum allowed inthe present ATLAS readout senarion and in phase I. Details of the proposed readout shemeare given in 5.4.

Figure 7: Shematis of Pad and strips arrangement (only 2 layers shown).Eah pakage will be onneted to 4 HV lines, 3 LV lines and the orresponding optial�bers to transmit the trigger/data information. The HV lines will be onneted to one ornerof the hamber, while the LV and �bers will be onneted to a trigger box, where the logiwill be installed. In ase of a major failure, the full TGC-MDT-TGC pakage will be replaed.This means that 2 suh spare pakages for eah of the station types need to be onstruted.Component Number of hannelsStrips / side 135,000Pads / side 30,000Wires / side 27,500For two sides detetor 385,000Table 3: Channel distribution for the 3 readouts for the 192 pakages ontaining 768 gas gaps.11



5.2.2 Detetor tehnology and layout of the sMDT hambersFigure 8: Struture of the NSW for the sMDT-sTGC system.Figure 9: Layout of the sMDT and sTGC hambers in the large setors of the NSW.Figure 10: Layout of the sMDT and sTGC hambers in the small setors of the NSW.The layout of the sMDT hambers for the NSWs follows exatly the present layout of theMDT hambers in the Small Wheels with fully projetive small and large hamber towersin ombination with the EM and EO layers (see Figs. 8-??). The hamber parameters aresummarized in Table 4. There are only three radial hamber segments in eah setor. ThesTGC hambers are preisely positioned and kinematially mounted on the outer tube layersof the sMDT hambers on both sides. The integrated sMDT-sTGC hamber pakages areonneted by light rays to the global optial alignment system and with the neighbouringhambers via sensors mounted preisely on the outer tube layers of the inner multilayers ofthe sMDT hambers while the in-plane alignment system is integrated into the sMDT spaerstruture whih also arries the ommon hamber supports. The well understood alignmentsystem implementation guarantees preise absolute hamber alignment from the beginningwhih is essential for the performane of the muon spetrometer.sMDT hambers EIL0 EIL1 EIL2 EIS0 EIS1 EIS2Number of hambers 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8 2 x 8Radial extension (mm) 1095 1095 1457 1215 1276 1095Minimum hamber width (mm) 740 1428 1968 678 1056 1434Maximum hamber width (mm) 1380 1878 2418 1002 1380 1704Minimum tube length (mm) 560 1248 1788 498 876 1254Maximum tube length (mm) 1200 1698 2238 822 1200 1524Spaer height (mm) 68 120 120 68 120 120Thikness in z, tubes (mm) 228 228 228 228 228 228Thikness in z, hamber (mm) 300 300 300 300 300 300Weight/hamber (kg) 150 130 180 140 120 130Number of tube layers 2 x 6 2 x 4 2 x 4 2 x 6 2 x 4 2 x 4Number of tubes/layer 72 72 96 80 84 72Number of tubes/hamber 864 576 768 960 672 576Total number of tubes 13824 9216 12288 15360 10752 9216Gas volume/hamber (l) 122 162 219 102 110 127Table 4: Parameters of the sMDT hambers in the NSWs. The total number of drift tubes is 70656and the total gas volume in eah NSW 6750 l.The design of the muon drift-tube hambers with 15 mm diameter tubes for the new SmallWheels follows as losely as possible the urrent ATLAS MDT hamber design in the endapregion of the muon spetrometer (Fig. 11). The hambers onsist of two multilayers of four orsix layers of drift tubes eah in densest pakage. The aluminum tubes of 15 mm outer diameterand 0.4 mm wall thikness are produed aording to industry standard and are hromatized12



for leaning and reliable eletri ontat. The tubes are separated by 0.1 mm wide glue gapsduring hamber assembly. The two multilayers are separated by a spaer frame arrying thesupports of the integrated drift-tube and trigger hambers on the Small Wheel struture andthe in-plane optial alignment system monitoring the planarity of the hambers. The aluminumspaer frame is of similar design as for the present Small Wheel MDT hambers. The mainhanges in the hamber design are due to the four times denser pakaging of the drift tubesand their gas and eletrial onnetions.

Figure 11: Small drift-tube hamber design for the new Small Wheels. The integration withthe trigger hambers is also shown.Central to the hamber design is the design of the drift tubes and of their endplugs (seeFig. 12). The aluminum tubes of 15 mm outer diameter and 0.4 mm wall thikness are produedaording to industry standards (DIN) with toleranes of �0:1 mm on diameter, roundness andonentriity of inner and outer irumferene and of �0:5 mm on straightness and hromatizedfor leaning and reliable eletri ontat. The endplugs insulate the sense wire from the tubewall, enter the wire in the tubes, position it with respet to the external referene surfae onthe endplug with an auray of better than 10 �m and provide high-voltage-safe onnetionsto the gas distribution manifold (see Figs. 13) and to the 24-hannel readout and high-voltageinterfae boards ("hedgehog ards", Figs. 27).13



The wire is �xed at both tube ends in opper rimping tubes inserted into the entral brassinserts of the endplugs and onneted to the signal and high-voltage hedgehog ards via brasssignal aps whih are srewed onto the brass inserts, sealing the tubes with respet to the gasmanifold with O-rings. The brass insert of the endplug holds the spiral-shaped wire loator("twister") in a entral bore on the inside of the tube and transfers the wire position to thepreisely mahined referene surfae at the outside of the tube whih is used to auratelyposition the drift tubes during hamber assembly. The wire position information is transferredsolely via the preision mahined brass insert; preision mahining of the omplete endplugsis not neessary anymore, failitating the prodution of the tubes and improving the aurayof hamber onstrution. The two most ritial problems for the ATLAS MDT drift tubeprodution, raking of the Noryl r plasti insulator and preision mahining of the injetionmoulded endplugs, have been eliminated by the new design.

Figure 12: Exploded view of a drift tube with gas onnetion, signal and ground onnetionand enapsulated high-voltage deoupling apaitor.The insulators of the endplugs onsist of Crastin r, a PBT based thermoplasti with 30 %glass �ber admixture to improve mehanial stability whih shows little shrinkage and out-gassing and, unlike Noryl r (material in the present MDT endplugs), high stability againstraking under stress. The material is of similar hemial omposition as Poan r whih is usedfor the injetion moulded omponents of the gas manifolds of the present and the new drifttube hambers. The endplugs are fabriated by injetion moulding and sealed in the aluminumtubes with O-rings by irular mehanial rimping of the tube walls.The modular gas distribution system onsists of injetion moulded plasti tubes made ofPoan r without glass �ber whih interonnet adjaent tubes in the diretion perpediular tothe multilayer and onnet them to an aluminum gas distribution bar on the readout and thehigh-voltage end of the multilayer.The readout and high-voltage supply sheme follows losely the one of the present MDThambers using the same parameters and spei�ations. The high-voltage deoupling apaitorson the readout side and the terminating resistors on the high-voltage supply end are individu-14



Chamb. Tubes� Tubes/ Tubes Mezz.ards/ Mezz.ards CSMs/ CSMstype layers�MLs hamber total hamber total hamber totalEIL0 72� 6� 2 864 13824 36 576 2 32EIL1 72� 4� 2 576 9216 24 384 1 16EIL2 96� 4� 2 768 12288 32 512 2 32EIS0 80� 6� 2 960 15360 40 640 2 32EIS1 84� 4� 2 672 10752 28 448 2 32EIS2 72� 4� 2 576 9216 24 384 1 16Total side A + C: 70656 2944 160Table 5: Eletronis Channels (drift tubes) and readout boards in the NSW. Eah mezzanineard serves 24 drift tubes, mathing the modularity of the hambers with 6 and with 4 tubelayers per multilayer, and eah CSM 24 mezzanine ards.ally enapsulated in plasti ontainers for high-voltage protetion. The plasti ontainers areintegrated with the hedgehog ards plugged onto the gold-plated pins of the signal aps andground onnetors. The ground pins are srewed into the gaps formed by three adjaent tubesIn order to during hamber assembly to onnet the tube walls to the ground of the hedgehogards. This sheme allows for the high-voltage-free design of the readout hedgehog ards. Eahreadout hedgehog ard arries a mezzanine ard with the new radiation hard ative readouteletronis (see below). The mezzanine ards follow the shape of the hedgehog ards and areurrently under development. The eletronis boards are enlosed in aluminum Faraday ageswhih also shield the readout hedgehog ards against the mezzanine ards. The modularity ofthe sMDT hambers in the NSW is given in Table 5.

Figure 13: Left: The gas manifold for the Small tube hambers. The gas distribution isintegrated into the endplug design. No gas bar with separate onnetions to eah tube isneeded. Right: The HV-oupling apaitors, housed in small plasti ylinders, are diretlyplugged onto the signal pins. In the next layer: signal distribution ("hedgehog") and frontendeletronis ("mezzanine ard").The modular gas distribution system onsists of injetion moulded plasti tubes made ofPoan r without glass �ber whih interonnet adjaent tubes in the diretion perpediular tothe multilayer and onnet them to an aluminum gas distribution bar on the readout and thehigh-voltage end of the multilayer. 15



5.3 PerformaneSummary of hamber performane, details in appendix of tehnology.Spatial and angular resolution as funtions of rate and angle of inideneTime resolutionEÆieny (single measurement and segment)Double trak resolutionRejetion of fake and bakground traks5.3.1 Performane of the sTGC trigger hambersThe most important issue for a detetor that needs to operate at high rate during a period ofmore than 10 years, is its aging harateristis. For this reason, a series of small TGCs (10 �10 m2) detetors were onstruted and exposed to  irradiation for various periods of time.No deterioration was observed in any of these prototypes. The one with the longest exposurewas opened after a total irradiation of 6 Cb/m of wire (i.e. 33 Cb/m2). Fig. 14 shows therate and urrent behavior of the detetor during the irradiation. No notieable degradation isobserved after the MIP dose equivalent to 2,000 days of operation at the hottest loation inthe ATLAS Small Wheel.
Figure 14: Counting rate and urrent as a funtion of the integrated harged in the detetor.The irradiated detetor was opened to see the e�et of the irradiation. Fig. 15 shows amirosope piture of a wire in the irradiated region, as well as in the non-irradiated region.The deposits in the irradiated region were analyzed, the deposits being mainly Carbon andOxygen, as expeted from the gas omposition.In order to perform the R&D needed for the use of TGC�s in the ATLAS Small Wheels, sixlarge (ranging from 120�100 m2 to 70�40m2) pakages of TGCs, eah one ontaining fourgas-gaps, eah gap with pads-strips and wire readout, have been onstruted. These detetorswere irradiated in various failities to evaluate their behavior and position resolution. Thetime, position and angular resolutions were determined from measurements performed in theH8 faility at CERN, while the eÆieny for MIP�s under a high full area irradiation with � swas performed at the SOREQ Nulear Center (Israel) using Co(60) soure, while triggering onosmi muons.The sensitivity to neutrons was measured at the Demokritos Nulear Center (Greee). To16



Figure 15: Deposits observed in the irradiated (left) and non-irradiated region of a wire.simulate the present proposal, the trigger used at the H8 test-beam was the expeted 3-out-of-4 oinidene of pads. The time resolution of this trigger with respet to a beam-de�nedsintillator is shown in units of 0.8 ns in Fig. 16 (left). It an be seen that the time resolutionof the system is able to provide the bunh rossing identi�ation with high eÆieny.Fig. 17 shows the individual eÆienies of eah of the layers for Pads, Strips and wires ofone suh pakage, using the Time-over-Threshold method. It an be see that they are all fullyeÆient at an operating voltage of 2.9 kV, whih was used for the rest of the tests.The position resolution of eah individual gap was measured by using lean muon traks inthe small tube MDT test detetor that was part of the test beam set-up. The strip multipliitydistribution that provides the harge entroid is shown in Fig. 16 (right).

Figure 16: Left: Time di�erene between 3-out-of-4 pad trigger with respet to the beamsintillator in units of 0.8 ns. The FWHM is 11 ns. 99% of the distribution is within 25 ns.Right: Strip multipliity for a MIP on a typial gas gap.The TGC position resolution was alulated from a �t to the di�erene between the mea-sured position in a given layer and the position extrapolated from a �t to the other three layers,as shown in Table 6 (before and after the orretion for inter-gap misalignment). A typial dis-tribution for one layer is shown in Fig. 18. It an be onluded that the position resolutionahieved with the TGC layers ful�lls the requirements for the NSW and provides a valuableomplement to the position measurements of the MDT.The position resolution as a funtion of inident angle has been measured in the past usinga regular ADC to determine the harge in eah individual strip. This measurement will be17



Figure 17: Plateau urve for eah of the gaps used in the test, using the T-O-T method.repeated in the August 2011 test beam using Time-over-Threshold. The dependene of thesingle layer resolution as a funtion of angle is shown in Fig. 19.Layer �orr(�noorr)���[�m℄1 66.2 (120.9) � 1.22 66.7 (79.8) � 1.13 63.6 (76.0) � 1.04 63.8 (116.49) � 1.0Table 6: Position resolution in the 4 layers after (before) orreting for individual layer position.The angular resolution of a single sTGC pakage was obtained by omparing the anglebetween one pakage of sTGC�s (4 gaps) with the one measured with the Small Tube MDT testhamber. The di�erene has a resolution of 3 mrad. Having suh a resolution with a singlesTGC pakage (5 m thik) implies that with two pakages separated by 300 mm, the angularresolution of the system would be better than 0.3 mrad at the Level-1 trigger.The measured single layer eÆienies for MIP�s in a  bakground has been measured bytriggering with osmis under a high irradiation ux. The results are shown in Fig. 20, left.Similarly, this was done with 5.5 MeV neutrons. The orresponding single layer eÆieny isshown in Fig. 20, right.

Figure 18: Typial residual for one of the layers with respet to the �tted line.Finally, by using the Time-over-Threshold method, one an rejet single gas-gaps measure-ments, polluted by a Æ-ray, a  or a neutron-onversion, by demanding less than six strips in a18



Figure 19: Resolution vs. inident angle as measured with muons in H8.
Figure 20: Left: Single layer eÆieny in kHz/m2 on a large hamber under uniform -irradiation (strip length= 1.2 m). Right: Single layer eÆieny for MIPs under 5.5 MeVneutron irradiation.luster and a ut on the ToT. This is illustrated in Fig. 21, where one an see the passage of amuon through the four gas-gaps, (a) without ontamination, (b) with a Æ-ray in layer one and() with a neutron impinging in layer three.

Figure 21: Event display of a) a lean muon trak, b) a muon trak with a Æ-ray in the �rstgas-gaps and ) a neutron interating in the third gas gap. The unit of the horizontal axis is25 ns/division.
19



5.3.2 Performane of the sMDT traking hambersThe outer region of the ATLAS detetor, where the muon hambers are loated, reeives highrates of low-energy neutrons, mainly due to shower leakage from alorimeters and shieldingstrutures in the high-� region. At the nominal luminosity, gammas from neutron apture andrelated onversion eletrons are expeted to generate hit rates in the range 50{300 kHz in eahMDT tube. A onversion eletron may reate an ineÆieny if the signal arrives before themuon signal. The muon detetion eÆieny thus beomes exp(-��f) � 1-��f, where � is theaverage drift time in the MDT tubes and f the hit rate due to gamma onversions.At high rates of n/ bakground, the eÆieny may be further redued by a derease of thegas ampli�ation due to spae harge from slowly drifting positive ions in the tubes, while theutuations of the spae harge tend to degrade the spatial resolution by up to about 20 % atthe highest rates.The e�ets of gamma onversions in the MDT tubes have been studied in detail using amuon beam in the presene of intense -irradiation of up to about 1 kHz/m2 500 kHz/tubedelivered by the Gamma Irradiation Faility at CERN (GIF) [10℄. The results allow to de�nethe baseline of a hamber design with muh improved traking apability: MDT drift tubeswith only half the tube diameter o�er a redution of the drift time by a fator 3.5, due to thenon-linear relation between trak distane from the entral wire and drift time (r-t relation)and in addition by a fator 2 from the exposed area, thus yielding a fator 7 in the redutionof the hit rate due to n/ bakground. Moreover, up to two times more tube layers an inpriniple be aommodated in the available spae, leading to improved trak �nding eÆienyand position resolution (see Fig. 3).In order to verify the performane of the 15 mm diameter ("small") drift tube hambers,tests of the full-sale prototype hamber with 2 x 8 layers of 15 mm diameter drift tubes havebeen performed in the H8 high-energy muon beam in 2010 and 2011 together with integratedTGC hambers (see Fig. 22, left) and, using osmi ray muon traks, at the GIF in the preseneof adjustable  bakground rates of up to 8.5 kHz/m2 and 1200 kHz/tube in 1 m long tubesfrom a 500 GBq 137Cs soure (see Fig. 22, right) [11℄. The maximum  ux orresponds to abakground hit rate of 17 kHz/m2 in 0.5 m long tubes as they are in the highest bakgroundregion at the inner radius of the NSWs. The standard ATLAS MDT readout eletronis wasused with the adjustable deadtime set to the minimum value of 200 ns.A tube along the trak is alled "eÆient" if the hit is deteted inside a 3� road of thetrak reonstruted in the other tube layers of the hamber serving as referene. The drift tuberesolution is determined by an iterative method desribed in [21℄.Fig. ?? shows the eÆieny of small and large tubes vs. hit rate from gamma onversions.As expeted, small tubes provide a muh better performane at high bakground rates. TheeÆieny at rate zero deviates from 100 % due to traks passing aross or lose to the tube wallsand due to Æ-eletrons shifting the hit position outside the 3� aeptane road. The averageposition resolution in the small tubes was about 120 �m whih, due to strong suppression ofspae harge e�ets, shows little dependene on the bakground rate.As a measure for evaluating the traking eÆieny, we de�ne the "3�-eÆieny" as the20



Figure 22: The test setup in the H8 test beam (left) and in the GIF (right).probability of deteting a tube hit within a distane of 3 times the drift tube resolution � fromthe muon trak, the muon trak being de�ned by the other tubes on the trak, extrapolatedto the ative volume of the tube. Similarly, the drift tube resolution as a funtion of thedrift radius is determined by an iterative method exluding the evaluated tube from the trakreonstrution in the hamber [21℄.Figure 23: EÆieny versus bakground hit rate as measured at the GIF.Fig. 36 shows the average 3-� eÆieny of 15 mm diameter drift tubes and the trak segmentreonstrution eÆieny of the prototype hamber as a funtion of the  bakground ux inomparison with the results for the 30 mm diameter tubes from previous tests of a BOS MDThamber in GIF [12℄, [13℄. At low bakground rate, the 3� tube eÆienies of 30 and 15 mmdiameter tubes are 94 % and 96 %, respetively. The eÆieny loss is due to Æ-rays reatedby interation of the muons with the tube walls whih produe hits earlier than the muons.The degradation of the eÆieny with inreasing rate follows the predited behaviour. Theredundany of trak measurements in the di�erent drift tube layers is suÆient to ahievealmost 100 % trak segment reonstrution eÆieny up to the highest bakground rates.Figure 24: Spatial resolution of large and small tubes in the H8 test beam together withsimulation results.In Fig. 37 the spatial resolutions of 15 mm and 30 mm diameter drift tubes measuredwithout bakground irradiation in the high-energy muon beams H8 and X5, respetively, atCERN as a funtion of the drift radius r. The latter is determined using an external referene,the other drift tube layers of the prototype hamber in the H8 beam vs. a silion strip detetorbeam telesope in the X5 beam. The radial dependene of the 15 mm diamter tube resolutionagrees with the 30 mm diameter tube resolution measurement for r < 7:5 mm as expeted.The average resolutions inluding time-slewing orretions of 15 and 30 mm diameter tubes atlow bakground rates are 110� 10 �m and 80� 5 �m, respetively.5.4 L1 trigger and eletronisThe strip signals in the sTGC of the NSW are used to extrapolate traks to the Big Wheelwhere the Setor Logi orroborates it with the existing 2-out-of-3 and 3-out-of-4 oinidenesin the Big Wheel hambers. The �ne granularity of the extrapolation results in high eÆienyfor trigger rejetion. The logi added to aomplish this must not ause the lateny to theSetor Logi to exeed 1.05 �s. A detailed breakdown of the sTGC trigger lateny is given inthe appendix (C.1).The sub-setor of the extrapolated muon is found as follows: In the two sTGC pakagesof the NSW, a loal trigger is made from two sets of 3-out-of-4 oinidenes, orresponding21



to a tower of two times 4 pads. Pads in alternating layers are shifted by half a pad in bothdimensions to give a 4 times higher granularity of logial towers. The triggering tower seletsthe strips in its region for transmission to 8 entroid �nders, one for eah layer. This seletionleads to a 20-fold redution in the number of strips to be proessed as well as in the number ofentroid �nders. The four entroids in eah sTGC pakage are averaged to give two points in3-D spae, de�ning a vetor whih points to a sub-setor in �, � of the Big Wheel. The ~60 �mtogether with their distane of 250 mm provides an angular auray of better than 0.3 mrad.A blok diagram of the sTGC trigger logi is shown in the appendix (C.1). A demonstrator hasbeen implemented from ommerial omponents to verify the simulated behaviour, in partiularthe resulting lateny of the trigger logi. Eah pair of sTGC hamber pakages has its dediatedtrigger logi. The extrapolation of the trak vetor to the Big Wheel an be very fast, using aLook-up-Table (LUT).Some details about the entroid �nding strategy:� The entroid �nder urrently alulates the entroid from the harge on �ve strips.� The harge on eah strip is approximated by the Time-over-Threshold (ToT), whihis urrently measured in steps of 1 nse and with a 8-bit dynami range. Optimizedparameters will depend on the �nal ASD harateristis.� Centroids are inluded in the average only if the number of strips above threshold is belowa ertain maximum value in order to exlude Æ-rays and onversions (see 21).� To ompensate for time di�erenes in signal routing and partile time-of-ight, stripsignals an be delayed in steps of 1 nse, up to 25 nse, with groups of 16 strips sharinga delay parameter.ASDThe baseline is to use BNL�s VMM Front End hip, now under development, inluding bothan ASD and readout logi. The planned parameters of this hip (see table) math the needs ofthe sTGC detetors. The �rst prototype hips of the Front End will be available at the end of2011. The sTGC version of this ASD has LVDS outputs suitable for the ToT trigger logi.Division into On-hamber and O�-hamber LogiWe seek to minimize the amount of on-hamber eletronis, beause aess and power islimited, and on-hamber eletronis must be radiation tolerant. Therefore, ASIC�s in radiationtolerant tehnology may be preferable over reprogrammable FPGAs.The row seletor, driven by the pad tower oinidene, redues the number of hannels tobe read out to the o�-hamber eletronis by a fator of about 20. This seletor and the padoinidene must learly be on hamber. The hannel delays depend on the hannel, so theymust be before the seletor. If the Time-over-Threshold (ToT) logi is done on-hamber, thebandwidth needed between on and o� hamber eletronis is muh redued, sine 100 bits of22



1 ns signal samples are redued to an 8-bit ToT. To do this redution, however, the ASIC�smust be more omplex. On the other hand, if plaed o�-hamber, more bandwidth, meaningmore links, �bers and probably more serializer power, is needed, while the radiation toleranteletronis is simpler. The �nal deision on this optimization will be taken when details ofradiation tolerant ASICs and of serializer speeds and power are better known. The entroid�nding through alulation of the Big Wheel sub-setor will be done in o�-hamber FPGAs.Lateny (alulation, measurement with demonstrator)A detailed disussion of the lateny expeted for the sTGC readout is presented in theappendix (C.1).Compatibility with Phase II upgradeThe pipelines and derandomizers will be designed to handle a 500 kHz Level-1 trigger rateand to aommodate up to 10�s Level-1 lateny.Time shedule for the sTGC eletronis developmentThe shedule for prototyping, development and prodution of the sTGC trigger eletron-is is given in the appendix C.2, Table 15.5.5 Readout Eletronis of the MDT and integration in DAQThe readout of the Small MDT tubes will follow the proven arhiteture of the present MDTsystem. A number of additions and modi�ations, however, will be neessary in order to adaptthe rate apability of the readout hain to the requirements of the SLHC. For the mehanialintegration of the readout eletronis with the Small tube hambers, the layout of the eletroniswill have to be adapted to the 4 times higher tube density at the ends of the Small tubehambers. Finally, the radiation tolerane of all omponents will have to omply with the highradiation levels, in partiular at the inner border of the Small Wheel.5.5.1 Arhiteture of the present MDT readoutIn the present readout sheme tube signals are routed via a PCB ("hedgehog ard") to a piggy-bak ard ("mezzanine ard"), ontaining an Ampli�er and Shaper, followed by a Disriminatorwith adjustable threshold, all three funtions being integrated in a radiation tolerant ASIC(ASD). The disriminator outputs, in turn, are routed to a TDC, where eah leading andtrailing edge signal reeives a high-preision time stamp, whih is retained, together with theorresponding hannel number, in a large internal bu�er of the TDC ("Level-1 bu�er").23



When the TDC reeives a Level-1 trigger, a subset of the reorded hits, orresponding to apre-de�ned time window, are retained for readout and are forwarded to the data onentratorof this hamber, the "Chamber Servie Module" (CSM). From there, data are sent to theo�-hamber eletronis in USA15, the "Readout Driver" (ROD). A CSM an serve up to 18mezzanine ards. The operation parameters of the analog frontend (ASD) and the TDC areontrolled by a JTAG string, whih is distributed by the Detetor Control System (DCS) tothe CSM, whih sends it individually to eah mezzanine ard. Fig. 25 gives the layout of thepresent system. A detailed presentation of the MDT readout eletronis is given in [5℄. TheASD and TDC ASICs are desribed in [7℄ and [8℄.Figure 25: Shemati diagram of the present (left) and of the future MDT readout hain (right).The Chamber Servie Module (CSM) ollets all data of a given hamber and sends them tothe ROD via an optial link. Up to 18 TDCs an be servied by a CSM. The 40 MHz lokand the Level-1 trigger are broadast by the TTC system to the TDCs.5.5.2 Arhiteture of the readout for MDTs with Small tubesFor the evolution of this arhiteture into mathing the requirements of the Small tube readout,a number of problems limiting the performane of the present sheme has to be overome. Giventhe high rate apability of the Small MDT tubes, the bandwidth of the readout system hasto be inreased. Due to the limitations of the internal bu�ering sheme and proessing speed,the present TDC an only handle average tube rates up to about 300 kHz per tube withoutlosing data, while Small tubes would operate beyond 1 MHz per tube. Therefore, an improvedTDC is an essential requirement for a new readout design. Another limitation of the readoutbandwidth omes from the optial link, onneting the CSM to the ROD, as the S-link protoolonly supports a usable bandwidth of 1,4 Gbit/s. Fig. 26 shows oupany and eÆieny of Largeand Small tubes as a funtion of tube hit rate.When upgrading the performane of ASICs (ASD, TDC), we have to take into aount thattheir tehnologies are no longer supported by industry. The following new omponents hadtherefore to be introdued into the readout system.Figure 26: Three performane parameters for the 15 mm MDTs as a funtion of the tube hitrate. Red urve: eÆieny, assuming a dead time of 200 ns (equal to the maximum drift time)after eah hit. Blue: Saturation of the data link from TDC to CSM. Purple: Saturation ofthe link from CSM to ROD. The links have a useful bandwidth of 80 Mbit/s and 1,4 Gbit/s,respetively. Both have a base load of about 15% due to the overhead of the transfer protool.(a) The ASD is re-designed in the IBM 130 nm tehnology. Most analog parameters ofthe previous design are preserved. A 4-hannel prototype, demonstrating the analogparameters, has already been produed and tested and works orretly. The 4-hannelversion of the omplete ASD hip has been delivered in September 2011.24



(b) The TDC will be replaed by the HPTDC, designed by the CERN-MIC group ( [6℄). This32-hannel devie has an improved internal bu�ering sheme as well as higher transferand proessing speeds.() The CSM ollets data from a MDT hamber formats the event and sends data, trigger-by-trigger, via an optial link to the ROD in USA15. All logial operations are performedby an FPGA, whih will need to be upgraded to higher radiation tolerane. The interfaeto DCS, needed for ontrolling eletrial and temperature parameters on the hamberwill be done via the GBT (see below). The adapter box to the CANbus (ELMB) antherefore be dropped, reduing omplexity of abling.(d) The link onneting the CSM to the ROD will be replaed by a GigaBit Transmitter link(GBT), developed by CERN. This link provides a 3 times higher transfer rate (Gbit/s),ompared to the S-link [9℄.

Figure 27: High voltage (left) and signal distribution boards (right), the "hedgehog ards", tobe mounted at the two ends of the tubes.Another stringent requirement for the realization of the new readout sheme is the me-hanial integration of the on-hamber readout eletronis with the hamber mehanis, as thedensity of hannels at the tube ends is four times higher than in the ase of the Large tubes.The following design hanges will therefore be implemented.(a) HV deoupling apaitors are loated in 15 mm diameter ylinders at the tube ends, seeFig. 27. The density of signal routing on hedgehog ards is thus no longer limited by HVinsulation distanes between HV and signal traes on the PCB.(b) To math the higher tube density, the spae on the mezzanine ard has to be used moreeÆiently. For this purpose, the passive protetion iruitry of the ASD inputs will bemoved to the hedgehog ard. In addition, the modularity of the ADSs will be hangedfrom 8 to 16 hannels per hip, whih goes well with the 32-hannel modularity of theHPTDC.() For the interonnetion between mezzanine ards and New CSM we foresee to use thesame 40-wire ables as was used in the present system. Its moderate diameter and highexibility may be important for �tting the new MDTs into the limited spae in the SmallWheel. 25



Power onsumption of the eletronisWhile the power onsumption of the on-hamber frontend eletronis of the present system isabout 30{40 W/hamber ([5℄, table 3), the onsumption will now be about 2.5 times as higherdue to tube density and inreased onsumption of TDC, optial link and other omponent.A detailed breakdown of the expeted power onsumption of the MDT hambers in the NSWis presented in Table 7. The total power onsumption of 8.8 kW is less than the onsumptionof the presently installed CSC (11.5 kW, see [2℄, Table 46). Yet, the removal of the heat mayrequire ushing with dry air, as signi�ant temperature gradients may inuene the spatialresolution of the MDT in an unontrolled way and natural air onvetion is redued by thetight spae onstraints in the high-� region of the Small Wheel.Chamber mezz.s/ urrent/ urrent/ urrent/ power/ power/type hamber mezzan. CSM hamber hamber hamberat 3.3 V at 4.5 VA A A W WEIL0 36 18 3 21 69.3 94,5EIL1 24 12 1.5 14 44.6 60.8EIL2 32 16 3 19 62.7 85,5EIS0 40 20 3 23 75.9 103.5EIS1 28 14 3 17 56.1 76.5EIS2 24 12 1.5 14 44.6 60.8Power per Large + Small setor [W℄ 353 482Power per side [W℄ 2825 3852Table 7: Power requirements for the readout eletronis of the NSW. Mezzanine ards andCSMs with 24 hannels will be used. Voltage regulators on CSM and mezzanine boards de�nethe nominal 3.3 V from the inoming 4.5 V.5.6 Servies, infrastruture, and DCS1. Desription of servie sheme (inluding power system, read-out, trigger, alignment),ooling needs and other speial requirements2. Table with number of servies (number of ables, outer diameter, ross setion of leads)3. Table with power onsumption (per hannel, hamber, total)4. Required rak spae(a) UX15 (inlude maximum allowed distane to detetor if any)(b) US15 (power system)() USA15 (DAQ)5. Gas system and distributionDetails on number of gas manifolds per setor (inlude drawings) and onnetions to26



hambers (serial, parallel?)). Size of pipesRequired nominal, minimum, and maximum owRequired preision of gas mixtureSafety measures in ase of inammable gasRequired rak spae for gas system in SGX1, USA15, UX156. Integration in DCS system, requirements for DCS !!! Via GBT or ELMB++ ?? !!!Gas system and distribution The gas system is a natural extension of the present TGCgas system, whih will be extended from the present eight manifolds (four for EIL4 TGCs andfour for the SW TGC hambers) to one ontaining 20 manifolds (four for the EIL4 hambersand 16 for the new Small Wheel hambers (one/layer for the upper and similarly for the lowerhambers). This will be less than the normal manifolds in the Big-Wheels and an be easily beadded to the present SW raks. The manifolds will be running at a ow rate of 40l/hr of theregular TGC gas mixture, whih orresponds to a volume exhange every four hrs. The extraow orresponds to a 25% inrease to the present TGC gas ow, whih an be implementedin the present gas system, without any additional modi�ations, exept the extra owmetersin the present SW raks. The safety system for the new detetors will be the same as for thepresent one, that were approved by TIS.Integration in DCS system, requirements for DCS� Chamber harge monitor� HV ontrol and monitoring, trip reovery� LV power ontrol and monitoring� Temperature monitoring� Link health statistis� ASD on�guration parameters (threshold, peaking time, et.)� Front End trigger and readout on�guration parameters (delays, hannel masks, pipelinedepth, et.)
6 Expeted muon performane with NSW [SV℄Disussion of overall performane. L1 trigger, muon reonstrution, eÆieny, fake, sensitivityto a few layout parameters (number of layers, ...),
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Cable Number of ables Outer able Cross setion(granularity) diam. (mm) of leads (mm2))HVLVMonitoring and ontrolFront-end linksCalibrationAlignmentMisellaneousTable 8: Example table number of servies per hamberChamber Number of hannels Power onsumption per hannel Total power onsumptionTable 9: Example table: Number and types of hambers per setor7 Integration, assembly and ommmissioning [JD℄8 Cost, resoures and shedule [LP, TK℄9 Conlusions
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AppendiesA Radiation bakgroundDisussion of expeted avern bakground and its unertainty based on simulations and mea-surements with muon detetors, and �nally give a referene �gures and safety fator.� Overview of avern bakground. It's nature, origin, shielding strategy� Simulation result. R distribution in the small wheel region. 14 TeV, Al beam pipe, 14TeV steel beam pipe, 7 TeV steel beam pipe.� Measuremenents with pp ollision. MDT, CSC� Summary �gure. Referene �gures.A.1 simulation
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B Small-Diameter Muon Drift Tube DetetorsB.1 Traking in a high{bakground environmentIn order to study the performane of the MDT hambers at high bakground rates, a full-saleATLAS BOS hamber has been extensively tested in the CERN Gamma Irradiation Faility(GIF) [12, 13℄. The results showed that the drift-tube hambers provide eÆient and high-resolution traking in ombination with fast trigger and seond-oordinate hambers up to veryhigh oupanies above 20 % [19℄, whih are expeted to be reahed in the ATLAS endapmuon spetrometer already at twie the LHC design luminosity.Figure 28: Left: Drift-time spetra of 30 mm and 15 mm diameter drift tubes operated understandard gas and gas gain onditions (see text), normalized to the same area. The measure-ments with osmi ray muons for the 15 mm diameter tubes are ompared to the Gar�eldsimulation [15℄. Right: Spae-to-drifttime (r-t) relationship of irular drift tubes operatedwith Ar:CO2 (93:7) gas mixture at 3 bar.Redution of the outer drift-tube diameter from 30 mm in the present ATLAS MonitoredDrift Tube (MDT) hambers to 15 mm while keeping the other parameters, inluding thegas gain of 2 � 104, the sense wire diameter of 50 �m and the tube wall thikness of 0.4 mmunhanged leads to a signi�ant improvement of the rate apability of the drift-tube hamberswhih is more than suÆient for their operation in the new Small Wheels up to the highestbakground rates expeted at 5 times the LHC design luminosity. It allows for maintaining themain advantages of the drift tube onept:(a) High pattern reognition and traking eÆieny up to high bakround rates.(b) High position and angular resolution independent of the angle of inidene onto the ham-ber plane (in ontrast to drift hambers with retangular drift geometry).() Operational independane of the drift tubes where any malfuntion of a tube an onlygenerate a negligible ineÆieny.(d) Modularity and mehanial robustness of hamber onstrution.(e) Diret onnetion of the high intrinsi mehanial preision of the hambers to the globaloptial alignment system.(f) Extensive experiene in the onstrution, quality assurane and operation of the MDThambers in ATLAS; easy integration into the DAQ, trigger and muon reonstrutionhains.The standard MDT operating parameters are kept also for the small-diameter drift tubes(see Table. 10). With the MDT gas mixture of Ar:CO2 (93:7) at 3 bar absolute pressure, thegas gain of 2 �104 is ahieved at an operating voltage of 2730 V for 15 mm diameter drift tubes.30



Parameter Design valueTube material AluminumOuter tube diameter 15.000 mmTube wall thikness 0.4 mmWire material Gold-plated W/Re (97/3)Wire diameter 50 �mWire tension 300� 15 gGas mixture Ar/CO2/H2O (93/7/� 1000 ppm)Gas pressure 3 bar (absolute)Gas gain 2 x 104Wire potential 2730 VMaximum drift time � 200 nsAverage resolution per tube � 100 �mTable 10: The operating parameters of small-diameter MDT hambers.Under these onditions, the maximum drift time is redued by a fator of 3.5 from about 700 nsto 200 ns by shrinking the tube diameter by a fator of two (see Fig. 28) [14℄.In addition, the bakground ux hitting a tube of given length is redued by a fator of two.Altogether, the drift-tube oupany is redued by a fator of 7. At the maximum bakgroundrate of 9 kHz/m2 expeted at the innermost radius of the Small Wheels at 5 times the LHCdesign luminosity, the highest oupany, ouring in the shortest tubes of 0.56 m length atthe innermost radius of the Small Wheels, is 15 % orresponding to a ounting rate of 750 kHz.2 x 6 drift-tube layers at radii R < 2 m in the Small Wheels and 2 x 4 layers at larger radiiprovide very robust traking with trak segment reonstrution eÆienies above 99 % at thehighest bakground rates (Fig. 4) [17℄.Figure 29: Left: Spatial resolution of 30 mm diameter drift tubes as a funtion of the driftradius r measured for di�erent bakground rates at the Gamma Irradiation Faility (GIF) atCERN [13℄. Right: Dependene of the average spatial resolution of 30 mm and 15 mm diameterdrift tubes on the bakground hit rate. The results are derived from Fig. 29 by averaging overthe tube radius. The gain drop in 15 mm diameter tubes ompared to 30 mm diameter tubesis taken into aount by multiplying the bakground rates by the gain redution fator of 8 (seetext).The spae-harge distribution aused by the ion louds drifting towards the tube wall duringa partile rossing modi�es the loal eletri �eld, inuening both the drift veloity and thegas gain. By lowering the e�etive potential experiened by the eletrons drifting towards thewire, high bakground ux leads to dereasing gas gain. The resulting signal loss grows withthe inner tube radius r2 proportional to r32 � ln(r2=r1) [16℄, where r1 = 25 �m is the wire radius,and therefore is about 8 times smaller in 15 mm ompared to 30 mm diameter drift tubes.Flutuations of spae harge and eletri �eld lead to variations of the drift veloity ausinga deterioration of the spatial resolution in non-linear drift gases like Ar:CO2 where the driftveloity depends on the eletri �eld. The latter e�et inreases strongly with drift distaneabove a value of about 7.5 mm while the gain drop e�et on the spatial resolution dominates fordistanes lose to the sense wire (see Fig. 29, left)[18, 12, 13℄. For drift radii below 7.5 mm, i.e.31



for the 15 mm diameter tubes, the spae-to-drift time relationship is more linear leading to aredued sensitivity to environmental parameters suh as gas omposition and density, magneti�eld and irradiation rate (Fig. 29, right).Sine the spatial resolution of the drift tubes improves with inreasing drift radius, theaverage single-tube resolution, after orretion for time slewing e�ets, is degraded from 80 �mfor 30 mm diameter tubes to about 110 �m for 15 mm diameter tubes at low bakground rates.The average 30 mm diameter tube resolution deteriorates linearly with the ounting rate toabout 115 �m at 0.5 kHz/m2, the maximum bakground ux expeted in the ATLAS MDThambers at the LHC design luminosity (see Fig. ??) [13℄. Fig. ?? also shows the bakgroundrate dependene of the average 15 mm diameter tube resolution as expeted from the measured30 mm diameter tube resolutions given in Fig. 29. The linear deterioration rate of the average15 mm diameter tube resolution with inreasing bakground ux is about 10 times smaller thanfor 30 mm diameter tubes resulting in a resolution degradation by only 20 �m at the maximumbakground rate of 9 kHz/m2.At the highest bakground rates at 5 times the design luminosity, the point and angularresolutions of the drift tube hambers in the new Small Wheels with 2 x 4 and 2 x 6 tubelayers, depending on the radial position, will be uniformly 45 �m and 0.5 mrad, respetively,ompared to 40 �m and 0.45 mrad without bakground irradiation.B.2 Tehnial ImplementationB.3 Chamber AssemblyB.3.1 Drift tube produtionThe drift tubes are fabriated and tested in a limatized lean room of lass 10000 using a semi-automated assembly station (Fig. 30). The wires are fed through the tube by air ow withouttouhing them by hand. Wire tensioning and rimping is performed fully automatially. Afterfabriation, the tubes are immediately tested for wire tension, gas tightness and leakage urrentsunder high voltage (see below).B.3.2 Chamber assemblyThe individual tubes are assembled to hambers using preision jigs on a at granite tablein a limatized lean room as shown in Figs. 31. The jigs are mahined with an auray of10 �m. The two multilayers are assembled and glued together within one working day usingtwo idential jigs. The assembly proedure is illustrated in Figs. 32 and B.3.2. The jig elementspositioning the endplugs and sense wires of eah layer in the transverse plane are staked layer-by-layer forming a preise two-dimensional grid. Bearings for mounting of the trigger hambersand, for the �rst multilayer, platforms holding the external alignment sensors are glued to thebottom tube layers positioning them preisely with respet to the assembly jigs and, therefore,to the wires. 32



Figure 30: The semi-automated drift tube assembly station.Figure 31: Assembly tooling for the sMDT hambers with preise positioning of the endplugsof the drift tubes holding the sense wires. The jigs are modular and adjustable for the onstru-tion of di�erent hamber types. Referenes for the preise mounting of the alignment sensorplatforms with respet to the wires are part of the jig design.On the seond day, after letting the glue ure over night, the spaer frame is glued to thetop of the �rst multilayer in its jig and the in-plane alignment system is alibrated. The seondmultilayer is removed from the jig and glued to the top of the spaer, aligning it preisely withrespet to the assembly jig and thus to the �rst multilayer. Monitoring of the tube and layerpositions during hamber onstrution is not neessary with this assembly sheme.After the assembly of the drift tubes, the mounting of the gas manifolds and testing forleak tightness requires about one week. Another two weeks are foreseen for mounting of thehedgehog ards, installation of the Faraday ages and abling of the hamber. Mounting of thetrigger hambers on the drift tube hambers and ombined test will be performed at CERN.Figure 32: Assembly proedure of a sMDT hamber. A omplete hamber is assembled withintwo working days.Figure 33: The sMDT prototype hamber during and after assembly, onsisting of two multi-layers with 8 tube layers eah, 72 tubes per layer and 1152 tubes in total.
B.3.3 Prototype hamber onstrutionA full-sale prototype of a 15 mm diameter drift tube hamber for the innermost region of theSmall Wheels presently overed by CSC hambers has been onstruted in 2010 (see Figs. B.3.2and tested in the CERN Gamma Irradiation Faility GIF as well as in the H8 testbeam in 2010and 2011. The hamber onsists of 2 x 8 layers of drift tubes and is readout with the existingMDT mezzanine ards and Chamber Servie Module (CSM). With this prototype hamber allaspets of the hamber design and performane as well as the onstrution and test proedureshave been veri�ed and the required time and manpower for hamber prodution and test hasbeen evaluated in detail. With the semiautomated drift tube assembly faility, 100 drift tubean be routinely produed per day at eah onstrution site. The tubes assembled every daywill be tested for gas tightness and leakage urrents under high voltage in automated test standsover night.The wire positions in the prototype hamber have been measured in the osmi ray teststand at LMU Munih with an auray of few mirons. The measured wire grid agrees withthe expeted grid to better than 20 �m rms (Fig. 34).33



Figure 34: The auray of wire positioning in the prototype hamber is better than 20 �mrms.B.3.4 Sharing of work and logistis between prodution sitesThe onstrution of the 96 drift tube hambers with approximately 70000 drift tubes of lengthsbetween 0.5 m and 2.2 m for the new Small Wheels an be performed at two main onstru-tion sites, the MPI Munih and the University of Freiburg, in the years 2013 to 2016. Theintergration of the drift tube and trigger hambers at CERN will proeed in parallel.LMU Munih and the University of W�urzburg will ontribute to the testing of drift tubesand ompleted hambers before and after shipment to CERN as well as to hamber integrationand ommissioning of the Small Wheels at CERN. The relative wire positions of all hamberswill be measured with an auray of about 10 �m in the osmi ray test stand at LMU Munihlike for the BOS and BOF MDT hambers in ATLAS. With additional institutions joining theprojet, the hamber onstrution an proeed faster. 2-3 FTE manpower per onstrution siteare planned for the hamber onstrution.The partiipating institutes have extensive experiene with the onstrution of the ATLASMDT hambers as well as the assoiated quality assurane proedures. The required leanrooms and test equipment and the design of tooling for hamber onstrution and testingalready exist. The University of Freiburg and MPI Munih will also be involved in the design,fabriation and measurement of the alignment referene bars for the new Small Wheels inollaboration with Brandeis University.B.4 Quality Assurane and CommissioningThe quality assurane and ommissioning proedures follow losely the spei�ations for theMDT hamber prodution for the ATLAS muon spetrometer [20℄. Eah tubes will be testedfor wire tension, gas tightness and leakage urrents under high voltage before installation ina hamber. Wire position measurement for individual drift tubes is no more neessary due tothe new endplug design (see B.3. Monitoring of the tube positioning in the hamber duringassembly has also beome unneessary.The hedgehog ards and the mezzanine readout boards with the new radiation hard ASDand HPTDC hips as well as the new hamber servie modules CSM (see below) will be desiged,produed and tested by MPI Munih. New improved noise �lters for the high-voltage supplylines for eah hamber layer have been designed and will be produed at MPI Munih.The ompleted hambers will be tested for broken wires, gas tightness, leakage urrents andnoise rate before and after delivery to CERN. In addition, all hambers will be tested in theosmi ray test stand at LMU Munih and their relative wire positions will be measured withan auray of about 10 �m as was done for the BOS and BOF hambers.After the integration of trigger and drift-tube hambers a measurement of the relative34



positions of strips in the trigger hamber with respet to the wires in the drift tube hambers isforeseen. The full quality ontrol proedures have already been developed during the prototypehamber onstrution.2-3 FTE manpower at eah of the 4 ore prodution sites are planned for hamber testingand ommissioning.B.5 Operation, Maintenane and SafetyDue to their robust design and the high quality assurane standards during onstrution andommissioning, the ATLAS MDT hambers operate with very high reliability and data takingeÆieny. The same design, fabriation and testing proedures will be applied for the smalldiameter drift tube hambers. Also maintenane and repair proedures will be essentially thesame as for the existing MDT hamber system. The foreseen numbers of drift tube layersprovide high redundany. The drift tubes are supplied with separate high-voltage lines layer-by-layer and for eah radial segment. If a wire should break, whih is a very rare event, only onetube layer has to be disonneted from the high-voltage during short aess. During shutdownand and opening of the Small Wheels, the a�eted tube an be disonneted from the hedgehogards.Gas leaks in the installed MDT hambers are due to raked Noryl r endplugs, damagedgas onnetions and perforated aluminum tubes. Mehanially, the tubes are proteted fromthe outside by the mounted trigger hambers. To avoid gas leaks due to raks in endpluginsulators and gas onnetors thermoplastis with muh higher robustness against rakinghave been hosen (see B.2, above). In addition, the smaller volume of the 15 mm diameterendplugs are less prone to mehanial stress and raks introdued by the injetion mouldingthan the 30 mm diameter endplugs.In the hamber layout and the design of the Small Wheel struture, aessibility of theFaraday ages of the drift tube hambers for exhange of eletronis boards or for disonnetingindividual drift tubes has been taken into aount. The hamber servie modules (CSM) ofall hambers will be installed in aessible and radiation-safe regions at the outer radius of theSmall Wheels.The existing reirulating gas system with one volume exhange per day an be fully re-used. Eah multilayer will be supplied separately with gas using 16 gas lines for eah NSW,two for eah double-setor of neighbouring small and large hambers. The total gas volumeof the sMDT hambers of one NSW is 6750 l, 4000 l less than for the MDT hambers in onepresent Small Wheel. Eah multilayer will be supplied separately with high voltage. 384 HVhannels and 96 LV hannels (one per hamber) will be needed for the two Small Wheels.B.6 PerformaneIn order to verify the performane of the 15 mm diameter ("small") drift tube hambers,extensive tests of the full-sale prototype hamber with 15 mm diameter drift tubes have been35



performed in the H8 high-energy muon beam in 2010 and 2011 together with integrated TGChambers (see Fig. 35, left) and, using osmi ray muon traks, in the CERN Gamma IrradiationFaility (GIF) with a 500 GBq 137Cs soure (Fig. 35, right). The standard ATLAS MDTreadout eletronis has been used with the adjustable deadtime set to the minimum valueorresponding to an overall e�etive deadtime of 200 ns. The spatial resolution and eÆienyof the individual drift tubes and of the whole hamber have been measured for di�erent irradiation rates where the individual drift tubes have been illuminated uniformly over thewhole length.Figure 35: The test setup in the H8 test beam (left) and in the GIF (right).As a measure for evaluating the traking eÆieny, we de�ne the "3�-eÆieny" as theprobability of deteting a tube hit within a distane of 3 times the drift tube resolution � fromthe muon trak, the muon trak being de�ned by the other tubes on the trak, extrapolatedto the ative volume of the tube. Similarly, the drift tube resolution as a funtion of thedrift radius is determined by an iterative method exluding the evaluated tube from the trakreonstrution in the hamber [21℄.Figure 36: EÆieny versus bakground hit rate as measured at the GIF.Fig. 36 shows the average 3-� eÆieny of 15 mm diameter drift tubes and the trak segmentreonstrution eÆieny of the prototype hamber as a funtion of the  bakground ux inomparison with the results for the 30 mm diameter tubes from previous tests of a BOS MDThamber in GIF [12℄, [13℄. At low bakground rate, the 3� tube eÆienies of 30 and 15 mmdiameter tubes are 94 % and 96 %, respetively. The eÆieny loss is due to Æ-rays reatedby interation of the muons with the tube walls whih produe hits earlier than the muons.The degradation of the eÆieny with inreasing rate follows the predited behaviour. Theredundany of trak measurements in the di�erent drift tube layers is suÆient to ahievealmost 100 % trak segment reonstrution eÆieny up to the highest bakground rates.Figure 37: Spatial resolution of large and small tubes in the H8 test beam together withsimulation results.In Fig. 37 the spatial resolutions of 15 mm and 30 mm diameter drift tubes measuredwithout bakground irradiation in the high-energy muon beams H8 and X5, respetively, atCERN as a funtion of the drift radius r. The latter is determined using an external referene,the other drift tube layers of the prototype hamber in the H8 beam vs. a silion strip detetorbeam telesope in the X5 beam. The radial dependene of the 15 mm diamter tube resolutionagrees with the 30 mm diameter tube resolution measurement for r < 7:5 mm as expeted.The average resolutions inluding time-slewing orretions of 15 and 30 mm diameter tubes atlow bakground rates are 110� 10 �m and 80� 5 �m, respetively.
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B.7 Aging TestsDesribe in detail results from aging tests for all omponents, the detetor itself inluding the on-hamber gas distribution, read-out and/or trigger, alignment, and detetor ontrol eletronis.No aging is expeted to our in aluminum drift tubes with lean Ar:CO2 gas. No aginghas been observed in test of the MDT tubes up to a olleted harge on the wire of 0.6 C/m.Endplug and gas system materials with little outgassing whih have already been erti�edfor the ATLAS MDT hambers are used and strit leaning proedures are applied for allomponents in order to prevent ontamination of the drift gas.Aging tests of the new drift tubes up to 2-3 C/m olleted harge inluding irradiation ofthe endplugs are on the way with strong radioative soures at the aelerator laboratory atLMU Munih.B.8 Cost, Funding, and ManpowerThe osts of hamber mehanial omponents, on-hamber eletronis, power supplies and DAQsystem are summarized in Table 11. The ost estimates are based on tenders as well as on theatual ost �gures of the ATLAS MDT hamber omponents.Manpower ost for hamber assembly and test and for the testing of the eletronis boardsis not inluded The manpower alloation foreseen for this work at the partiipating institutes isshown in Table 12. The infrastruture of limatized lean rooms and the osmi ray hamber testfaility already exist as well es experiened tehnial personell. The design of the hambers andof the assembly tooling is performed at MPI Munih. The signal and high-voltage distribution(hedgehog) boards, the readout (mezzanine) ards, the ampli�er-shaper-disriminator (ASD)hip and the hamber servie module (CSM) are already under development at MPI.A lose ollaboration exists between the MDT institutes and the TGC as well as the RPCinstitutes on integrated hamber design and layout and on a ommon test program at the GIFand the H8 test beam.It is planned to �nane the omplete sMDT system from funds by the German fundingageny BMBF and by MPI Munih in the period 2012{2016. In addition, NIKHEF has ex-pressed interest to ontribute the MRODs. Brandeis University and the University of Freiburgplan to ontribute the optial alignment system inluding the alignment referene bars. Thetime shedule is shown in Table 13.Referenes[1℄ G. Aad et al. Expeted Performane of the ATLAS Experiment - Detetor, Trigger andPhysis. 2009.[2℄ G. Aad et al. The ATLAS Experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider. JINST, 3S08003 (2008) 37



Component Number units Cost/unit (CHF) Total ost (kCHF)Al tubes 70656 3.6 254Wire 5.5 km 488/km 3Endplugs 141312 7.2 1017Gas onnetors/tube 141312 1.8 254Spaer, supports, 96 1000 96Gas distribution, valves 2 x 96 300 58Faraday ages 2 x 98 500 98Alignment system/hamber 96 600 58Mehanis 1838HV&RO hedgehog boards 5888 100 589Mezzanine ards w. able 2944 240 706CSMs (24 h.) 160 1100 176DCS modules w. �ber link 160 400 64On-hamber eletronis 1535LV&HV power supplies 160 2000 320w. ables/CSMMRODs/CSM 160 1200 192Servies, DAQ 512Total 3885Table 11: Cost of the sMDT hambers and DAQ system.Institute FTE ContributionMPI Munih 5 Mehanis, eletronis, L1 trigger design7 Chamber onstrution, test, integration, installation,alignment system, eletronis prodution, HV/LV systemLMU Munih 3-4 Chamber onstrution, test, integration, installationFreiburg 5-6 Chamber onstrution, test, integration, installation,gas system, DCS, alignment systemW�urzburg 3 Chamber, eletronis test, integration, installation,HV/LV systemNIKHEF MRODs design, prodution, test, installationBrandeis U. Alignment systemTable 12: Foreseen manpower for sMDT design, prodution, integration and installation.[3℄ M. Bosman et al. Estimation of Radiation Bakground, Impat on Detetors, Ativationand Shielding Optimization in ATLAS, ATLAS Note ATL-GEN-2005-001 (2005)[4℄ P. Barrow, G. Conti, M. Franklin and L. Jeanty, Cavern Bakground, Muon Upgrademeeting, july, 29th, 2011 https://indio.ern.h/ongereneDisplay.py?onfId=148910[5℄ M. Deile et al., Performane of the ATLAS Preision Muon Chambers under LHC OperatingConditions, Proeedings of the 9th Pisa Meeting on Advaned Detetors, Isola d'Elba, Italy,25{31 May 2003, Nul. Instr. and Methods A518 (2004) 65;M. Deile et al., Resolution and EÆieny of the ATLAS Muon Drift-Tube Chambers atHigh Bakground Rates, Proeedings of the 10th Vienna Conferene on Instrumentation,Vienna, Austria, 16{21 February 2004, Nul. Instr. and Methods A535 (2004) 212;38



Time of ompletion Task2010 sMDT Chamber design, prototype onstrution and test2011 Integration sMDT amd trigger hambers,full ASD FE hip (4 hannels)2012 Constrution of sMDT hambers for elevator regions,NSW design and hamber layout,full 8-hannel ASD hip2014 CSM design inl. MDT based L1 trigger funtionality2013{16 Chamber onstrution and integration, eletronis prodution2017{18 Integration and installtion of NSWs at CERNTable 13: Time shedule for sMDT hamber develoment amd onstrution.S. Horvat et al., Operation of the ATLAS Muon Drift-Tube Chambers at High BakgroundRates and in Magneti Fields, IEEE Transations on Nulear Siene, Vol. 53, No. 2 (2006)562.[6℄ M. Deile et al., Performane of the ATLAS Preision Muon Chambers under LHC OperatingConditions, Nul. Instr. and Meth. A 518 (2004) 65; M. Deile et al., Resolution and EÆ-ieny of the ATLAS Muon Drift-Tube Chambers at High Bakground Rates, Nul. Instr.and Meth. A535 (2004) 212.[7℄ S. Horvat et al., Operation of the ATLAS Preision Muon Drift-Tube Chambers at HighBakground Rates and in Magneti Fields, IEEE trans. on Nul. Siene Instr. Vol. 53, 2(2006) 562.[8℄ O. Kortner at al., Alignment of the ATLAS Muon Spetrometer with Traks and MuonIdenti�ation at High Bakground Rates, Nul. Instr. and Meth. A581 (2007) 545-548.[9℄ B. Bittner et al., Development of Muon Drift-Tube Detetors for High-Luminosity Upgradesof the Large Hadron Collider, Nul. Instr. and Meth. A617 (2010) 169.[10℄ R. Veenhof, GARFIELD: Simulation of Gaseous Detetors, Version 8.01, CERN, write-up:http://wwwinfo.ern.h/writeup/gar�eld.[11℄ W. Riegler, High Auray Wire Chambers, Nul. Instr. and Meth. A 494 (2002) 173.[12℄ B. Bittner et al., Development of Fast High-Resolution Muon Drift-Tube Detetors forHigh Counting Rates, Nul. Instr. and Meth. A 628 (2011) 154.[13℄ M. Aleksa et al., Rate E�ets in High-Resolution Drift Chambers, Nul. Instr. and Meth.A446 (2000) 435.[14℄ H. Kroha, Quality Assurane and Quality Control Referene Doument for ATLAS MDTChamber Constrution, ATLAS Note, ATL-MUON-2000-008, May 1999.[15℄ S. Horvat, O. Kortner, H. Kroha, Determination of the Spatial Drift-Tube ResolutionUsing Muon Traks, ATLAS Note, ATL-MUON-PUB-2006-008, July 2006.
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C The TGCs for the New Small WheelIn this setion of the Appendix we present more tehnial details about the sTGC onept.C.1 Lateny of the sTGC triggerTo be used in phase I of the LHC upgrade, the overall trigger lateny must be below a value of2.55 �s. This means for the sTGC trigger that the signals from the hamber frontend have toarrive at the input of the Setor Logi not later than 1.05 �s after the ourene of the ollisionat the primary vertex.The layout of the trigger and readout eletronis for the sTGCs is presented in Fig. 38. Thedelays alulated for eah step are listed in Table 14.A demonstrator for this readout onept has been developed and measurements of therespetive latenies will soon be available (39).Figure 38: Shemati layout of trigger and readout as presently implemented in a demonstrator.Figure 39: The trigger demonstrator board based on a ommerial evaluation board.
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Min (ns) Max (ns) notesTOF from interation point to SW (10 m) 35 35Propagation delay in hamber 25 25ASD 10 10On hamber abling (1.5-2.5 m) to seletor 8 13 5 ns/mup- to down-stream pakage (50 m) 0 3delay for pad trigger and deskew 15 25seletor 5 10 swithserializer 5 10deserializer 8 16Run Length Enoder 16 24lateny for the last sample of the pulse 64 100 depends on shaping time�nd largest signal 7.5 15entroid of a layer 13 25 8 layers done in parallelentroid hooser 5 10entroid average 8 15traklet al (LUT) 8 10 datasheet BRAM aess time =2 nsoutput serializer 50 75 GBT: 3 loks�ber to Setor logi 90 m 495 495 5.5 ns/m776 916Table 14: Lateny alulation - The table shows the lateny with the insertion of the preisionstrip trigger logi into the existing path from the Inner Layer oinidene logi to the SetorLogi. We take as a model the Xilinx Virtex6. All numbers are estimates exept that for theentroid �nder for whih a realisti design has been simulated.C.2 Time shedule for the sTGC projetThe shedule for prototyping, development and prodution of the sTGC trigger eletronis isgiven in Table 15.
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Date NameAugust 2011 Demo-0 Goal Demonstrate total lateny, ASD to Setor Logi input,of pad loal trigger, strip seletion and sub-setor alulationfrom entroids in an FPGA.Inludes KEK TGC ASDs and Carioa ASDs, 4 layers of 16 strips,4 layers of 8 or 14 pads, simple non-pipelined readout,based on ommerial FPGA eval boardExludes links and �bers, pipelined readout, rad tol tehnolgyDeember 2011 Demo-1 Goal Add hannels to do full 8-layer logi, 64 strips per layerInludes based on purpose built FPGA boardExludes pipelined readout, rad tol tehnologyFebruary 2012 Demo-1a Goal Run with BNL VMM Front End hip (ASD only)Early 2012 De�ne on-hamber/o� hamber split and hoose link hardware.Design on-hamber boardsprodue rad tol ASICs for on-hamber part2nd spin of rad tol ASICsdesign o�-hamber boardsprodution of on- and o�-hamber boardsTable 15: sTGC trigger development sheduleD RPCE Miromegas
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